Statistical process control charts are widely used to make inferences about the level of process quality; i.e., we monitor an unreliable process by taking a sample of items produced by the machine during each h time units (we will refer to h time units as an inspection period) and use this information to test the hypothesis that the machine remains in an acceptable in-control state. In this paper, we analyse and compare two schemes for sampling from a Poisson population: a random sample of n items produced during an inspection period, and a sequential sample of the last n items produced during an inspection period (it is interesting to note that the sequential sampling scheme analysed in this article is related to the concept of rational subgroups first discussed by [1]). Although random samples are often used[2,3], we will show that a sequential sample is more likely to detect a process shift and thereby results in fewer expected samples and less time to detect the shift.
Introduction
Statistical process control charts are widely used to make inferences about the level of process quality; i.e., we monitor an unreliable process by taking a sample of items produced by the machine during each h time units (we will refer to h time units as an inspection period) and use this information to test the hypothesis that the machine remains in an acceptable in-control state. In this paper, we analyse and compare two schemes for sampling from a Poisson population: a random sample of n items produced during an inspection period, and a sequential sample of the last n items produced during an inspection period (it is interesting to note that the sequential sampling scheme analysed in this article is related to the concept of rational subgroups first discussed by [1] ). Although random samples are often used [2, 3] , we will show that a sequential sample is more likely to detect a process shift and thereby results in fewer expected samples and less time to detect the shift.
Specifically, we analyse an unreliable machine which produces θ units per time unit and can shift from an acceptable in-control state to an unacceptable out-of-control state. When operating in the in-control state, the process produces defects according to a Poisson distribution at an average rate of Λ 0 defects per unit. When the process shifts to the out-of-control state, it produces defects at an average rate of Λ 1 (where Λ 1 > Λ 0 ) and requires some physical action (e.g. repair) to reset it to the in-control state. We also assume that the time between the start of the process in the in-control state and the process shift is exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ.
We assume that the process is monitored by counting the number of defects in a sample of n items and recording the data on a Shewhart-type c-chart (although our results would improve the performance of all types of control chart because the time to detect a shift is reduced). At the end of each inspection period we assume that we immediately test the hypothesis that the process remains in control; that is, we assume that inspection time for the sampled items is negligible. Given these assumptions, we compare two sampling schemes: a sample of n items randomly selected from all items produced during an inspection period (such that each item has a selection probability of 1/(hθ) ), and a sequential sample consisting of the last n items produced during an inspection period.
The two sampling schemes differ only in the inspection period in which the process shift occurs. Samples in all other inspection periods will contain n items produced at the low defect rate before the shift or the high defect rate after the shift (regardless of how the n items are selected). Thus, the probability of a false alarm is the same for both sampling schemes in all inspection periods where the shift does not occur. We must therefore only consider the inspection period in which the process shift occurs in order to compare the two sampling schemes.
The case in which a random sample is used was previously studied in [4] . In the present paper, we extend the previous framework to the case in which a sequential sample is used. We will show that in the situation previously described, the probability of not detecting the shift with a random sample is always greater than or equal to the probability of not detecting the shift when a sequential sample is used. That is, sequential sampling minimizes the expected number of samples needed to detect a process shift.
The sampling process
At the end of an inspection period consisting of h time units, we use the n sampled items to test the hypothesis that the process is in control. If the number of defects in the sample is less than or equal to some upper control limit (UCL), we accept the null hypothesis that the process is in control and we begin another inspection period (we assume here that the lower control limit (LCL) is zero). If the number of defects in the sample exceeds the UCL, we stop the process and search for and remove the assignable cause if one is found (there may be false alarms). Production resumes when the process is restored to the incontrol state.
Consider the inspection period in which the Poisson process shifts to an outof-control state. The expected number of samples taken after this shift occurs before an out-of-control signal is given will be denoted by ŝ and can be shown to be [5] :
is the probability of not detecting the shift in a given sample.
The value of ŝ given by (1) assumes that β is constant for all samples; i.e. it assumes that no shift occurs while a sample is being taken. In other words, it assumes that all items sampled during the inspection period in which the shift occurs are produced at the same out-of-control rate, Λ 1 . For the inspection ( ) 
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period during which the shift occurs, however, it is possible that a sample could contain some units which were produced at the lower defect rate, Λ 0 , as well as items produced at the higher defect rate, Λ 1 . We will use β 0 to denote the probability that the shift is not detected by the sample taken during the inspection period in which the process shift occurs, and we will use β to denote the corresponding probability for samples taken during succeeding inspection periods. Each sample represents an independent Bernoulli trial of the hypothesis that the process is still in control. Thus, letting S denote the number of samples taken between the shift and its detection, the probability that we detect the shift on the sth trial while failing to detect the shift on the previous s -1 trials is:
where β is given by (2) . The expected number of samples, ŝ, necessary to detect the shift can easily be computed ( [3] ) and is given by:
Value of β 0 for random and sequential sampling Recall that the time to a process shift is exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ. When a random sample is used, we can define Pr(i ) = Pr[exactly the first i units produced in this inspection period belong to the in-control state | the process shifts during the inspection period]
where Pr[k] is the probability that exactly k units in the sample were produced before the shift occurred. Then, for a random sample, 
where Pr(i ) is given by (4). Evaluating equation (5) This approach can be extended to a sequential sample of the last n items produced in the inspection period. In this case, the probability that k units in the sample were produced before the shift is equal to the probability that (hθ -n + k) units were produced in the inspection period before the shift occurred; that is, for k > 0, Pr[k] = Pr(hθ -n + k) where Pr(hθ -n + k) is defined by (4) . Applying this observation to (5), using the same argument about sums of independent Poisson distributions, and letting β 0 s denote the probability of not detecting the shift when a sequential sample is used:
where Pr(i ) is given by (4). The first term in (8) defines the probability when all n items in the sample are produced after the shift; the second defines the probability when the sample contains a mixture of items produced before and after the shift.
Comparison of random and sequential sampling
Given the definitions of β 0 s and β 0 r , we can show that a sequential sampling plan is more likely to detect a process shift than a random sample. This is proven in the following theorem which shows that β 0 s ≤ β 0 r , for the inspection period where the process shift occurs.
Theorem. Given a process with production rate θ and two states in which defects have a Poisson distribution with average defect rates of Λ 0 and Λ 1 , respectively, then β 0 s ≤ β 0 r , for all samples of size n ≤ hθ.
Proof. To simplify the notation, let 
The definition of β 0 r in (7) can then be rewritten as follows:
Similarly, the definition of β 0 s in (8) can be rewritten as:
Without loss of generality, we can set λ = 1, let hθ = (n + δ) for δ = 0, 1, 2, … , and redefine β 0 s and β 0 r , as functions of δ. (Since we cannot sample more units than produced during an inspection interval, hθ ≥ n; hθ and n must also be integer quantities). Then, we define: (9) and (10), If δ = 0 and hθ = n, it follows from (11) that g(0) = 0; that is, if we sample every unit produced during the inspection period, the random sampling and the 
Sequential versus random sampling
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It is interesting to note that this theorem holds for any distribution where F(0) . Thus, we conclude that a sequential sampling scheme is superior to a random sampling scheme for c charts.
Numerical example
An important performance measure of quality control charts is the expected number of samples, ŝ required to detect a process shift. Since β 0 s ≤ β 0 r , it is evident from the definition of ŝ in (3) that ŝ will be greater when random sampling is used than when sequential sampling is used. To illustrate the magnitude of this difference and test the sensitivity of this difference to changes in parameter values, we analysed an example based on typical values reported in the literature; these parameter values are given in Table I .
As indicated in Table I , we assume that the process operates at an in-control defect rate (Λ 0 ) of 0.02 defects per unit, and shifts to an out-of-control defect rate (Λ 1 ) of 0.1 defects per unit. Using the definition of ŝ given by (3), sequential sampling results in a value ŝ = 1.71, while ŝ increases to 2.12 samples when random sampling is used. Thus, sequential sampling requires 23.4 per cent fewer expected samples, on average, to detect a shift in the process in this example. (It is interesting to note that the value of ŝ calculated by (1) limit, UCL, being necessarily integral, was set at 1 or 2, resulting in a total of 48 cases. In all cases, we computed the percentage difference in ŝ resulting from random sampling and sequential sampling schemes.
Our results for UCL = 1 are summarized in Table II . As indicated, the parameters with the greatest impact on the difference in ŝ were sample size (n), out-of-control defect rate (Λ 1 ), and upper control limit (UCL). The average overall reduction in ŝ was 23.25 per cent when UCL was equal to 1, and 16.80 per cent when UCL was equal to 2. It is interesting to note that the average per cent difference in ŝ (denoted by per cent saved) was slightly smaller when the parameters were increased by 40 per cent; that is, the average value of per cent saved was 20.36 per cent with a 10 per cent change in parameter values, while the average value of per cent saved was 19.69 per cent when the parameters were increased or decreased by 40 per cent. In general, the results suggest that the design of a control chart is most sensitive to the choices of sample size, control limits and the accuracy with which Λ 1 is determined.
Conclusions
In this article, we have discussed the differences between random sampling and sequential sampling schemes and demonstrated that sequential sampling generally requires fewer samples to detect a process shift. The economic significance of this difference can be substantial over a long time horizon, even when the rework/repair cost per defect is relatively small.
Sequential sampling provides other benefits beyond reduced scrap/rework costs. A sequential sampling process is easier to implement; random sampling requires operators to select randomly and inspect items from the production process, while an operator just collects and inspects the last n items produced using a sequential sampling scheme. Once a shift is detected, the last items produced should be inspected to ensure that they do not contain an excessive number of defects. These items require storage space and inspection time. Since sequential sampling detects shifts more quickly, fewer items will need inspection and storage space. Given that no capital expenditure is required to implement a sequential sampling process, it would appear to be a worthwhile consideration.
